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Why RCN?

We gladly realize individual requests - just contact us!
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RCN products for children 

Especially impaired children and adolescents 
need special care and attention. This asks for 
healthcare equipment that makes the daily 
caring easier for all concerned.

RCN offers a broad range of products that are 
perfectly suited to respond to the needs of these 
younger people. RCN has been a manufacturer 
of quality healthcare equipment for over 30 years, 
striving to provide high quality products and to offer 
the market better solutions through innovation and by 
staying in touch with its customers.

With our products we focus on the field of personal 
hygiene which often requires a very special support - 
whether while showering, bathing, washing or visits to 
the toilet. As a result of the use of high-quality materials 
our products convince through their longevity and no-

rust guarantee. Products are made of RCN proprietary 
high impact plastic which is easy to clean and quickly 
warms up to body temperature. Moreover, we offer a 
great variety of equipment and color options to further 
adapt the product to individual needs and desires. Also 
RCN’s proprietary modular system is ideally suited to 
respond to very specific product requirements.

T E S T E D

TÜV
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Our expertise - your gain

RCN products: 
 Are field tested by healthcare professionals
 Require very little maintenance
 Can be economically adapted to individual  

 requirements
 Are tested by the TÜV lab and offer exceptional 

 longevity

Our promise to you:
 Short delivery times 
 Specific product solutions 
 Great customer service
 Lowest cost of ownership

Because expertise and quality count.

If one of our standard products does not fit 
your personal requirements we can easily make 
custom-built products that best respond to the 
individual needs of our little customers.

Discover the RCN product line for children on the 
following pages. If you have any questions or need 

further information, please let us know and do not 
hesitate to contact us.



The Multi-Purpose Shower and Commode Chair
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The KSC 180, the best solution for showering, 
toileting and transfer.

KSC 180 FT RP SP
 
 Height adjustment to 7 levels, allows to increase 

 the seat height while the child is growing
 Flat plastic seat with toilet opening
 Slide-out footrest FT
 Back support made of Textilene® fabric 
 Removable backrest cushion RP and seat  

 cushion SP with foam core and cover made of 
 Textilene® fabric
 Ø 75 mm twin-wheel swivel casters with lock 
 Pail with inside scale
 Frame made of RCN proprietary high  

 impact plastic
 UV-resistant and compatible with most 

 disinfectants
 supports up to 150 kg
 3 year warranty
 5 year warranty on frame

Seat height adjustment from 37,5 to 52,5 cm



Options for the KSC 180 

All information in cm resp. kg.  

All information subject to change without prior notice!

 *without cushion 
**Please note also the maximum width of 34 cm underneath the seat 
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Colors for seat cushion and backrest support made of Textilene® fabric "Sunsure"

Backrest cushion with foam 
core and cover made of 
Textilene® fabric RP, 
optional

Seat cushion on plastic
plate, with foam core and
cover made of Textilene® 
fabric SP, optional

Flat plastic seat with 
toilet opening and pail 
with inside scale, standard

Backrest support made
of Textilene® fabric, 
standard

New optional soft seat PPK, with toilet and  
hygiene opening; heat welded foam cushion 
for optimal comfort. Available in Grey. 

Slide-out footrest FT, 
optional

Safety bar SB, 
optional

Swing-out armrest ASA, 
optional

NEW!

white blue suncast 
blue

wine- 
berry

laguna yellow confettinavy

Model Exterior dimensions Seat Lower 
leg

Max
seat

Capacity Weight

Depth        Width Height Depth        Width Height length clearance

KSC 180 FT RP SP 55,5 46 84-99,5 41,5* 35 37,5-52,5* 25-40 29,5-44,5** 150 12,5



The Wheelchair for children DR 400 Mini
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DR 400 Mini SB

The wheelchair for children - 
suitable for self-drivers

 22'' wheels
 PUR-foam padded armrests
 Seat- and Backrest Cushion 

 with foam core and cover 
 made of water repellent 
 coated fabric
 Drop-out footrest
 2 wheel locks
 Safety bar SB, padded with 

 PUR-foam 
 Push-bar
 Clothes protector on both sides
 Frame made of RCN  

 proprietary high impact plastic
 UV-resistant and compatible 

 with most disinfectants
 Supports up to 120 kg
 3 year warranty
 5 year warranty on frame

Leg support BSM

 Leg support BSM optional for  
 DR 400 Mini,
  adjustable in 6 angle positions

Coated fabric for seat- and backrest upholstery PUR-foam for padded armrests and safety bar

The DR 400 Mini is not suitable for use in the shower.

saffron cherry charcoalsky pine graphite blue cobalt laguna



All information subject to change without prior notice!All information in cm resp. kg
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Leg support BSM

Leg support adjustable in 6 angle positions.

Seat- and Backrest Cushion 
with foam core and cover 
made of water repellent 
coated fabric

Drop-out footrest Clothes protector on 
both sides

PUR-foam padded arm-
rests

Safety bar SB, padded with 
PUR-foam, optional

2 wheel locks Push-bar Leg support BSM, 
optional

Model Exterior dimensions Seat Lower leg
length

Capacity Weight

Depth        Width Height Depth        Width Height

DR 400 Mini SB 74 63,5 101 40 36 48 34 120 23



The Shower-Wheelchair for children DR 100 Mini S
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Backrest support made of Textilene® fabric "Sunsure" 

white blue suncast 
blue

wine- 
berry

laguna yellow confettinavy
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 22'' wheels
 2 single-wheel swivel front casters, Ø 100 mm
 Plastic seat with drain holes
 Backrest made of Textilene® fabric
 Slide-out footrest FT
 Removable armrest on both sides 2 ASA

 Frame made of RCN proprietary high impact plastic
 Supports up to 120 kg
 3 year warranty
 5 year warranty on frame

DR 100 Mini S

The DR 100 Mini S is perfectly suitable for shower, pool or hydrotherapy. The high stability even on wet floors 
and the no-rust guarantee make this wheelchair an optimal tool for children and adolescents that want to move 
independently.

Backrest made of  
Textilene® fabric

Removable armrest on both sides 2 ASA

Plastic seat with drain 
holes

2 wheel locks22"wheels

Slide-out footrest FTsingle-wheel swivel 
casters at the front,  
Ø 100 mm

All information subject to change without prior notice!All information in cm resp. kg

Model Exterior dimensions Seat Lower leg
length

Capacity Weight

Depth        Width Height Depth        Width Height

DR 100 Mini S 78 64 76 38 36 46,5 29 120 18
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The Walker for children

Backrest support made of Textilene® fabric "Sunsure" 

white blue suncast 
blue

wine- 
berry

laguna yellow confettinavy
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GW 120 Mini

The RCN Walker offers safety in movement like no other
walking aid. Its equipment supports children's urge to 
move within secure conditions. Due to the easy-to-use 
height adjustment, this Walker is suitable for children 

up to a height of 1.55 meters. The anti-tip, all around 
frame and the integrated seat together with the safety-
belt greatly reduces fear of falling and protects against 
falling.

Anti-tip safety-frame, 
standard

Safety-bar, standard Seat cushion with foam core 
and cover made of water 
repellent coated fabric, stan-
dard

Height adjustment to  
7 positions, standard

Lap tray GSB, optional

Sliding footrest GFT 
(can easily be taken 
off), optional

Tote bag, standard Backrest support made 
of Textilene® fabric,
standard

Drip stand GIH, optional Safety-belt pad GGP,
optional

Wall protectors made 
of PUR-foam AFS,  
optional

6 Ø 75 mm twin-wheel 
swivel casters - 4 locking, 
standard

Model Exterior dimensions Seat Grip height Capacity Weight

Depth        Width Height Depth        Width Height

GW 120 Mini 89 72 88,5-103,5 26 38,5 39-54 59,5-74,5 150 16

All information subject to change without prior notice!All information in cm resp. kg
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KDL 100

The series of KDL bathing and shower gurneys are ideally suitable for use in shower and bathtubs. They provide 
support for childrens who can not sit upright without assistance. The KDL bathing gurneys impress through their 
continuously adjustable back- and legrest and the very sturdy and comfortable sling deck made of Textilene® fabric. 
All materials are easy to clean and quickly adapt to body temperature, thus supporting a 
high-quality and pleasant care.

 Frame made of RCN proprietary high impact plastic
 Continuously adjustable back- and leg rest 
 Robust sling deck made of Textilene® fabric
 Guaranteed NO RUST 

 UV-resistant and compatible with most disinfectants
 3 year warranty
 5 year warranty on frame

Continuously adjustable back- and legrest

Model Exterior dimensions Length of reclining areas Capacity Weight

Length Width Height Backrest Seat Legrest

KDL 100 110 48,5 27 40 40 30 75 7

KDL 200 140 48,5 27 50 50 40 100 9

Cover made of Textilene® fabric "Sunsure"

Bathing Support and Shower Gurneys

white blue suncast 
blue

wine- 
berry

laguna yellow confettinavy

All information subject to change without prior notice!All information in cm resp. kg
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UDL 500

Model Exterior dimensions Reclining area Capacity Weight

Length Width Height
Up to 
body length

Up to shoulder 
width

Height

UDL 500 164 75 96 146 48 80 150 41

UDL 750 180 80 96 162 53 80 150 46

 Padded soft tub-liner
 Drop-down side rails
 Large drain hose
 UV-resistant and compatible with 

 most disinfectants
 Guaranteed NO RUST
 4 single-wheel swivel casters  

 (plastic/stainless steel), all locking
 Supports up to 150 kg
 For people up to 146 cm in height
 Shoulder width up to 48 cm
 3 year warranty
 5 year warranty on frame made of  

 RCN proprietary high impact plastic

The RCN shower gurneys are ideal for transporting, 
showering and bathing children and adolescents.
The frame made of RCN proprietary high  
impact plastic guarantees long durability 
and a low tare weight with simultaneous 
high stability. The padded soft tub-liner 
offers comfort, is easy to clean and is
compatible with most disinfectants. Closing 
of the drain opening allows to keep warm 
water in the tub, offering a bathtub feel.

Drain hose, 90 cm Closable drain opening Wedge pillow DK, 
optional

6 positions backrest  
adjustment VR, optional

Drop-down side rails

All information subject to change without prior notice!All information in cm resp. kg
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Height adjustable Shower Gurneys

The UDW series

The UDW Shower Gurneys from RCN are ideal for trans- 
porting and showering young people in need of care. 
These gurneys are made of a powder coated stainless 
steel frame and are equipped with a padded soft tub-
liner. More features, such as drop-down side and foot-
end rails, fold down head-end rail, height adjustment, 

Anti- / Trendelenburg positioning and an optional con-
tinuously adjustable backrest, make this high-quality 
gurney a very special nursing aid. The drain plug in 
connection with a 90 cm drain hose ensures that water 
drains off in a controlled manner.

Height adjustment from 49 to 89 cm Anti- / Trendelenburg positioning

 Padded soft tub-liner
 Drop-down side- and foot-end rails
 Head-end rail can be put in a lateral position to  

 extend the length of the deck by 15 cm
 Anti- / Trendelenburg positioning via manually  

 activated pneumatic-spring 
 Height adjustable from 49 to 89 cm  

 via footpedals on both sides
 Closable drain opening and 

 drain hose, 90 cm
 Frame made of powder-

 coated stainless steel
 Supports up to 150 kg
 For people up to 162 / 177 cm 

 in height
 Shoulder width up to 54 cm
 8 twin-wheel swivel casters Ø 100 mm 

 (4 locking) offer easy transport and 
 great mobility
 Guaranteed NO RUST
 Easy to disinfect and to clean
 3 year warranty
 5 year warranty on frame

Drop-down side- and foot-end rails and and head-end rail extension 

Picture: UDW 650
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Padded soft tub-liner Turndown head-end rail (extends length of 
the deck by 15 cm)

Continuously adjustable backrest 
via crank handle VRW, optional

Drop-down side-  
and foot-end rails

8 twin-wheel swivel casters Ø 100 mm, 4 locking

Closable drain  
with drain hose

Footpedals on 
both sides for hydraulic 

height adjustment

Hydraulic cylinder for 
height adjustment and 

load-independant  
lowering speedPneumatic-spring for manual 

setting of the Anti- /
Trendelenburg positioning

Powder-coated  
stainless steel frame

Guaranteed NO RUST!

Model Exterior dimensions Reclining area Capacity Weight

Length Width Height
Up to 
body length

Up to shoulder 
width

Height

UDW 650 177 71 70-110 162 / 177* 54 49-89 150 69

UDW 650 VRW 177 71 70-110 162 / 177* 54 49-89 150 69

Picture: UDW 650 VRW

Continuously adjustable backrest VRW, optional

All information subject to change without prior notice!All information in cm resp. kg *With extended head rail



The baby changing unit WK 07
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WK 07 

The mobile changing unit WK 07 makes the care of 
babies much more easier. The padded changing table 
has a comfortable working height of 97 cm which can 
be customized upon request. The lateral integrated 
cabinet provides enough space for all care utensils 

needed and in combination with the mobile bathtub 
cart you have everything within reach. All materials 
used are compatible with most disinfectants and 
resistant to urine and blood.

Three side padded rail

Bathtub 
including 

drain hose

Frame made of 
RCN proprietary 

high impact 
plastic

Bathtub cart

Padded changing surface

Cabinet made 
of scratch  
resistant  
RESOPAL® HPL 
plates

Integrated 
cabinet with  
1 storage  
compartment 
and 2 drawers

6 twin-wheel  
swivel casters,  
Ø 75 mm, 
4 locking

4 twin-wheel swivel casters, 
Ø 75 mm, all locking

The changing unit WK 07 includes the 
bathtub cart BWR 200 as a standard feature.

MADE IN

GERMANY
YEARSW

A R R A N T
Y

 HPL



Only the best for the little ones

*Height of work surface
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Model: WK 07 Width Depth Height Weight

Exterior dimensions 101 86 117 74

Surface of changing pad 82,5 76 97* -

Inner dimension drawer 24 58 16 -

BWR 200 76 45,5 87,5 8,6

Upholstery changing unit:

saffron cherry charcoalsky pine leafgreen signal 
red

clementine 
orange

broom 
yellow

alabaster 
white

whitegentian 
blue

Cabinet made of RESOPAL® HPL:

 Frame made of RCN proprietary high impact plastic 
 Padded changing surface and three side padded rail 

 with 30 mm foam core and cover made of coated fabric
 Integrated cabinet with 1 storage compartment 

 and 2 drawers made of scratch resistant 
 RESOPAL® HPL plates
 6 twin-wheel swivel casters, Ø 75 mm, 4 locking

with BWR 200:

 Mobile bathtub cart
 Frame made of RCN proprietary high impact plastic
 Bathtub color blue, including 70 cm drain hose
 4 twin-wheel swivel casters, Ø 75 mm, all locking

 Guaranteed NO RUST
 3 year warranty
 5 year warranty on frame

The mobile bathtub stores easily underneath the chan-
ging deck, saving space.

The Bathtup Cart BWR 200 is available independently.

WK 07

All information in cm resp. kg. All information subject to change without prior notice!
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The changing unit WK 07 with heat lamp

WK 07 WL

All features just like WK 07 
but with additional: 

 Certified heat lamp holder
 Heat lamp unit IW 980 AGU
 Skin temperature control 

 DuoSense skin temperature sensor
 SunSpot sensor protection
 IV holder

The RCN changing unit WK 07 WL

The targeted and controlled heat supply IW 980 AGU has been 
especially developed for a targeted heat supply. It protects 
babies against heat losses and helps to maintain their body 
temperature.

In connection with a skin temperature control function the heat 
lamp ensures a constant baby's skin temperatur by automatically 
adjusting the heat emission to physiological and environmental 
conditions. This is achieved due to a microprocessor which 
checks the skin temperature 10 times per second. Thus babies 
are wonderfully relaxed while being taken care of.

Heat lamp easily swings 
away side-ways.
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Children want to enjoy nature

SM 700 FBS Length Width Height Weight
Overall dimensions 110 104 111 35

Seat- and backrest cushion made of Textilene® fabric "Sunsure"

Options: 
 Safety bar SBS
 Parasol with holder SO

The Beach Mobil SM 700 FBS
 
The Beach Mobil SM 700 FBS made of white RCN proprietary high 
impact plastic - break-proof, guaranteed NO RUST, UV-resistant. 
Thanks to its low pressure balloon tires the chair rolls easily over 
the most soft, sandy beaches and other uneven surfaces.

Seat- and backrest cushion made with foam core and Textilene® 

fabric are comfortable for hours of beach enjoyment at the seaside 
where standard wheel chairs cannot go.

The Beach Mobil can be knocked down into three sections – no 
tools needed – making transport to and from the beach more 
amenable.

This Beach Mobil lets wheel chair bound  
young people enjoy the pleasures  
of a day on the beach!

 Hand operated brake/lock
 Tote bag
 NO RUST
 Salt water resistant
 Ideal for sandy beaches and 

 other uneven and soft surfaces

All information subject to change without prior notice!All information in cm resp. kg

white blue suncast 
blue

wine- 
berry

laguna yellow confettinavy



RCN Medizin- und Rehatechnik GmbH
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www.rcn-medizin.com
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